
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Volunteer Program 2018 
 

[Click here to enter a date] 
 



Training People and Horses since The 1970’s 
 

Wellington Riding is one of the UK’s biggest and best-known equestrian centres. 

Set in 300 acres of the Duke of Wellington’s beautiful Hampshire estate, we are 

a British Horse Society Approved Riding School, Livery Yard and ‘Where to Train’ 

Centre to BHSI. 

Wellington Riding holds a calendar full of shows and events from unaffiliated to 

national level championships across all disciplines throughout the year.  

 

Our 2018 highlights include:  

- British Dressage, BD Music and Para events 

- British Show jumping Cat 1 and Cat 2 shows every month  

- Combined Training and Arena Eventing  

- The Unaffiliated Amateur Dressage Championship Show 

- The British Dressage Winter Regionals  

- The Premier League and Para Gold Semi Finals 

- Area Festival 

- Wellington Horse Trials and Game Fair  

We also offer a variety of clinics, covering dressage and jumping for both old and 

young and from novice to advanced standards; and from time to time we invite 

top professionals to Wellington for lecture/demonstration evenings.  
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Roles and Responsibilities – Behind the 
Scenes  
There are a number of roles that are essential to the smooth running of our 

shows and events that are fulfilled by volunteers. These include; runners, arena 

party, music operators, car parking attendants, scorers, and office writers etc. We 

also cannot run without our dressage writers, stewards and commentators, 

although these roles require training. We could not run our shows without the 

help of our volunteers and helpers and their support is greatly appreciated. 

Most new volunteers start with scoresheet running for dressage shows and arena 

party (pole replacement) for show jumping.  Both roles involve skipping out the 

competition arenas in between to keep the surfaces in prime condition. We are 

very keen on helping our volunteers grow their knowledge and experience within 

the events industry, so we will eventually get you doing some varied roles and will 

be keen to taylor your volunteering experience to the jobs you most like doing! 

Age Restrictions  

We do not accept volunteers under the age of 14 and those under the age of 18 

are supervised by a member of staff, all of whom have been through safeguarding 

and CRB checks. We do not use volunteers under the age of 18 as writers.    
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Volunteer Benefits  
 

As part of our ongoing commitment to provide excellent customer service at all 

our shows and events, we will provide training and opportunities to take part in 

schemes for volunteers run by the governing bodies for equestrian sports. These 

include training to become BD or BS stewards, BE fence judges and BD judges or 

writers. Once training is complete we will support you during your probationary 

period providing opportunities for shadowing an experienced official at our high 

level shows to allow you to complete the necessary hours to become a listed 

official in your own right. 

In addition to the specific “on the job training” you will receive, for each 8 hours 

of volunteering you complete we will provide you with ridden training to help to 

familiarise you with the competition arena, its rules and customs. This ridden 

training may be taken in the following forms; 

- 1 group lesson (or the value to be taken against a private lesson) 

- 1 unaffiliated dressage entry 

- 2 unaffiliated showjumping rounds 

Whilst volunteering at a show, refreshments will be provided free of charge, for 

those volunteering for 4 hours or more this will include a meal (usually lunch).  

From time to time we will send you Volunteers Only Special Offers, for example, 

free horse hire for WR events or clinics. There is also a volunteer of the month 

award which will be published on the Shows and Events notice board and the 

Volunteers page of the website. 

 

“Volunteers are not unpaid because they are worthless 

They are unpaid because they are priceless” 
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Fancy it? – How to volunteer  
A calendar of upcoming events will be sent out to our volunteer list or on request. 

You let us know what dates you would like to do; we will double check your 

availability nearer the time and allocate roles and times. Some people like to spend 

all day with us, others just a few hours – we are flexible to your commitments and 

preferences.  

If you have any questions, queries, or would like to put your name down to 

volunteer at Wellington please send us an email: shows@wellington-riding.co.uk 

 

 

“As a riding school client, my experience at Welly could start and end there, but by 

being a volunteer, I feel more involved with the establishment, and it gives me 

greater knowledge of the way shows are run and allows me to develop new skills. It 

also gives me the opportunity to see some great horses and riders! 

If you really love horses, don’t mind a bit of bad weather and want to have a lot of 

fun while working towards ridden training then come and be a volunteer” 

Yvonne Hales-Hunt, 7 years at Wellington Riding   
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Top-Tips  
Dress for the weather. Our events run rain or shine, so please check the weather in 

the morning to ensure you dress appropriately. Remember, there is a small 

chance of sunshine in England, sun cream might be needed.  Clothes may become 

sandy and dirty from the surface, so don’t wear your Sunday best.  

Wear closed toe shoes. Keep those feet safe with closed toe shoes. If you are arena 

party or a score sheet runner you will be on your feet most of the day so comfy 

shoes are key! If you are putting up jumps you may also want to bring a pair of 

gloves. Waterproof shoes are essential in wet weather.  

Getting here. Traffic can be quite bad around Wellington so leave plenty of time to 

get here. Wellington Riding, Heckfield, Hook, Hampshire, RG27 0LJ +44 (0)118 

932 6308 

Facilities. Wellington has its own café with hearty cooked meals, snacks, drinks and a 

bar, perfect for a post shift glass of bubbly. We have disabled facilities and can 

tailor roles to wheelchair users or those with mobility issues. Modern toilets are 

located onsite and there is access to a shower.  

Roles explained  
Steward: Responsible for ensuring the show is run to time, competitors are 

behaving, overseeing the warm up areas and rings, being the first point of contact 

for riders in warm up. Keeping track of any changes and radioing any queries to 

the show secretary. Training required for affiliated events.  

Arena party: Rebuilding any jumps that are knocked down, poo picking etc. Keeping 

the arenas looking tip-top! 

Runner: You will definitely hit your steps target. Collecting score sheets from the 

areas and bringing them to the scorers to process. Poo picking.  

Scorer: Collating results, lots of counting!   

Dressage Writer:  Being the judge’s scribe, you will need to write fast and clearly 

and have good dressage knowledge. Training required.  
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